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METHOD 1
This method of antiquing requires using clear liquid release during the stamping process then coming back the next day when the
stamped surface is dry to apply the antiquing.
1.

Proceed by mixing approximately 1 tablespoon of Antiquing Agent per each gallon of cool clean water and mixing completely. More
Antiquing Agent can be used to achieve the desired color, but use no more than 4 tablespoons per gallon as this method is mainly for
lighter applications, as imparting too many loose pigment solids onto the surface will inhibit the Clear Seal penetration into the substrate.
This method will impart a color infusion mainly in the grout lines and low areas. It is easier to remove if over applied and generates no
odors or fumes. Once material is mixed, use a low pressure sprayer with a fine/medium spray nozzle to lightly spray the surface. Allow to
completely dry. Once dry, a second touch-up coat can be applied if needed.

2.

Apply Clear Seal by sprayer or roller to the surface, being careful not to over-work the surface and lift out any Antiquing Agent.
Subsequent coats can be applied once each coat has fully dried.

METHOD 2
For outdoor jobs, one method of antiquing is to spray colored liquid release agent over
the surface just prior to stamping instead of using clear liquid release.

IMPORTANT NOTICE:
These products are sold subject only to the expressed
warranties contained herein. Additional warranties,
expressed or implied, and any warranty of merchantability
is hereby excluded. Buyer agrees that seller assumes no
liability for consequential damages of any kind, which
result from the use or misuse of the merchandise sold
hereunder. In the event that the buyer proves that any
goods received do not conform to the specifications
agreed to between the parties or if the buyer proves that
such good were defectively manufactured , the buyer’s
remedies shall be limited to either the return of the good
and repayment of the purchase price or replacement of
the nonconforming good at the option of the seller. Such
remedy being exclusive of all others and the sole remedy
available to the buyer, hereby expressly waives any claim
to additional damages.

1.

After stamping a section (approximately 50 square feet), spray more colored liquid
release over the freshly stamped area to achieve the look desired or allow it to puddle in
the low areas of the texture. If necessary, add more antique powder (up to 4oz per
gallon of liquid release) to make the antiquing color darker or add more clear liquid
release agent to make the color lighter. Once you achieve the antique look desired,
move on to the next area. It is important to mix each batch of colored liquid release the
same and to spray each section the same in order to achieve a uniform antique look
over the entire surface. How the antiquing looks over the stamped concrete while wet is
how it will look when sealed. As the stamped concrete dries and the liquid release
evaporates, the colors of the stamped concrete and the antiquing color will fade lighter.

2.

When sealed with a solvent based Clear Seal, the colors will come back to how they
looked when wet. Always practice on a sample board to perfect the look you want and have it approved by the customer before
doing a job. Allow the material and liquid release agent to dry completely (no damp spots) before sealing with a concrete sealer. ThinStamp can be sealed 24 hours after stamping, Integral Color and Color Hardener requires approximately 14 days to cure.

